Student Data Privacy

SDPC Project #1: The Contract Framework
The first project of the group was to leverage the great work done by the Massachusetts Student Privacy Alliance (MSPA) and their work around a "common contract" for usage across 40 districts. This project looks to exponentially leverage and expand upon this work.

**Privacy Contract Framework**

**Track 1: No Contract**
For schools, districts or regional organizations / associations or state agencies that do not yet have a model/template contract designed specifically for their jurisdiction.

**Track 2: Have Contract**
For schools, districts or regional organizations / associations or state agencies that do have a model/template contract designed specifically for their jurisdiction and are ready to create a jurisdictional specific alliance for the purpose of utilizing shared model contracts.

**Track 3: Vendors**
For Vendors
CA’s Journey

Jan 2015
AB 1584 effective

LEAs begin vetting

VCOE hosts Got Privacy Concerns?

VCOE forms e-Safety Task Force

Jan 2016
SOPIPA effective

LEAs vetting and/or duplicating efforts; VCOE e-Safety Task Force meets monthly

Spring 2016
VCOE engages with SPDC / MSPA in bi-weekly meetings

July 2016
CETPA joins SDPC; VCOE ongoing bi-weekly on CSPA

Aug 2016
VCOE continues bi-weekly meetings; Joint work on CSDPA

Nov 2016
CETPA announces CSPA strategic onboarding

Dec 2016
CSDPA goes live

Spring 2017
CSPA for all!
Welcome

On September 21, 2015, the Ventura County Office of Education (VCOE) hosted an iKeepSafe workshop, *Got Student Data Privacy Concerns? What the Experts Are Saying!*. While attendees heard from a variety of experts including Marsali Hancock, President and CEO of iKeepSafe, the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University, and Data Quality Campaign, it became apparent that more learning opportunities and support for districts were needed not only to ensure compliance, but to foster a safe and healthy digital learning environment for all stakeholders.

To answer this need VCOE, together with its districts and some in nearby counties, is forming an e-Safety Task Force. Supported by iKeepSafe and Fagen, Friedman and Fullrleost, the goal is to share a replicable e-Safety Committee model for any interested district. *This site is intended to be a dynamic collaborative documentation of our work*. Please remember to respect intellectual property through permission and/or proper citation. We will continue to add resources, so visit this site often.

For more information, please contact Task Force Co-Chair Dana Greenspan at dgreenspan@vcoe.org or 805.383.0325.

Twitter #VCeSafety

©VCOE e-Safety Task Force
CA Student Privacy Alliance (CSPA)

https://secure2.cpsd.us/cspa/
Why Participate?

- **Calibration:** To review status of products vetted by participating districts

- **Inventory:** To keep an internal inventory in order to stay compliant with legislation and renewal dates

- **Transparency:** For public transparency with community, staff, students and parents for resources and data elements
CA Student Data Privacy Agreement (CSDPA)

CSDPA Participants
• Fagen Freidman & Fulfrost
• iKeepSafe
• Irvine USD
• San Ramon Valley USD
• Ventura USD
• Ventura County Office of Education

CSDPA Articles
I. Purpose & Scope
II. Data Ownership & Authorized Access
III. Duties of LEA
IV. Duties of Provider
V. Data Provisions
VI. General Offer of Privacy Terms
VII. Miscellaneous
General Offer of Privacy Terms, Exhibit E

- Creates a “piggy-backable” privacy agreement for all subscribing LEAs in CA
- Searchable by Agreement Type
Path To A Successful Alliance

- Leadership
- People
- Legal
- Organizational Support
Questions

Steve Smith
ssmith@cpsd.us

Steve Carr
scarr@vcoe.org

Mark Williams
mwilliams@f3law.com

Dana Greenspan
dgreenspan@vcoe.org